I. Report Date: May 20, 2022

II. Amy Hunsaker, Copyright Website Editor

III. Committee Members: N/A

IV. Board Action Required: None

V. Brief Summary of Activities:
   ● May 1, 2022: WordPress site migrated to Reclaim Hosting
   ● May 2, 2022: spot check and edits
   ● May 4, 2022: Added news item (statement on SMART Act by Legislation Committee) to Home page feed. Edited several pages, migrated some content from YM to WordPress, added links to MMA and TEACH Act, etc.
   ● May 20, 2022: Added Harbison MMA Guide, edited Resources page and others
   ● Please see attached Excel sheet for more detailed information about page edits

Much of the site is fairly static, simply because we provide links to laws and statutes that haven’t changed in decades, but I do need to spend some time this summer finishing up the drafted pages in WordPress so that they’re ready when we go live. Each YM page has been drafted in WP, but needs to be proofread/edited. I’ve also had to update some dead links on both platforms. I created the attached excel spreadsheet to help me keep track of changes made to both the YM and WP sites. The current Leg Committee leadership is more active in suggesting content (including the recent SMART Act statement now found on the Copyright home page).

VI. Implicit Bias Testing Reporting: Attended DEI training via University of Virginia in December, 2021 and February, 2022